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T be Cosmic City of Me Ancient Last

Explaining how the ideal city in the ideal state is to be laid out,
Plato in ,The Laws" (745 sq .) shows us a „cosmic" city . By the division of the area into iz sectors cosmic laws and proportions penetrate
the city . The inhabitants themselves are put under these cosmic laws .
,,Now we must think", says Plato, _of each part as being holy, as a
gift from God, which follows the movement of the months and the
revolution of the All . So the whole state is directed by its relationship
to the All and this sanctifies its separate parts ." (craaT -gv 7 Tpv ~Lo -~ pov
~!avoricOrL ypeiw c , ouaav iepav, UcOU lio)pov, stcn(J.evriv To", p.via.v
aai Tii Tou 7tavTO, 7rcpt(.do) . 8t/ X2d narsav 7t1,' AtV ayes L V T(j a1SucpuTOv
iepouv auTa,, 77 1 b) .
In order to understand the cosmic conception incarnated in certain
city types of the Ancient East, we should hear in mind these words of
Plato, even if when we move towards the Orient we have to give them
a somewhat different accentuation . The cosmic pattern is especially
clear in the royal residences of circular form .") A number of Median,
Parthian, Sassanian and Abbasid cities might here be cited . In the
Parthian Darabjird 2 ) ( fig . r b) the wall and fosse form an exact
circle with an inner wall marking a concentric circle ; the whole area
was divided into equal sectors by radial axis streets ending in wall
gates, 4 of which were situated at the 4 main points of the compass .
') L'ORANCL, St1dies in the Jcoemgraphy of Cosmic Kingship in the Ancient lb'orld,
pp . 9 syq .
1i . N . l LANDiN - P . COs-1e, Voyage in Perse, pl . g i . G . !J_ STRANGE, Y he Lands
of the Eastern Caliphate, p . 289 . F. SAkRH - 1i . I~3 .uzrri.», Archaologische Reise Gn
Luphrat- :,,d 7'igri2geblet, pp . 13s sqq . O . RLO's'r.l , iii A . U . Yoht :, /1 Strrieyof Persian
Art T, P . 441 ,
NUNILN, Suppl . 1V
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Firuzabad") (fig . 2), in the very heart of Persis, originally the fortified
residence of the new Sassanian dynasty, is of the same circular type .
There was a gate at each of the main points of the compass and, undoubtedly, an axial street-cross connecting them . Residential cities
such as Darabjird and Firuzabad must have been the prototype of the
most famous of all the cosmic „round cities" of the East : Baghdad,
,,The Round City" of Mansur ( f ig . t c), founded 762, at a mtnnenr
chosen by Naubakht, the official astrologer of the caliph`t) . .\11 these
kingly cities were fortified citi( :s, maintaining the primeval groundplan
of the Oriental military camp - as shown, for instance, in Assyrian
reliefs from the Kalach palace (fig . Ia) . It is circular,") in contradiction
to the Roman rectangular camp .
The kingdom in the Ancient Near East mirrored the rule of the sun
in the heavens. The king was titled ,The Axis and Pole of the World" .
In Babylonian cult the king was titled ,The Sun of Babylon", „The
King of the Universe", ,The King of the four Quadrants of the
World", and these titles were repeated in ever new adaptations right
up to the Sassanian period when the king was the „Brother of the Sun
and Moon" . Is there not a striking correspondence between these cosmic titles of the king and his place in his cosmic city? Wall and fosse
re traced mathematically with the compass, as an image of the heavns, a projection of the upper hemisphere on earth . Two axis streets,
cne running north-south and the other cast-west divide the city into
fktur quadrants which reflect the four quarters of the world . At the very
point of intersection, in the very axis of the world wheel, the palace is
situated, here sits the king, ,The Axis and Pole of the World", „The
King of the four Quadrants of the World", here resides ,,The King of
the Universe", as the very moving universal power . The city is a sort
of oupavbnv~t,.
Under the influence of this ancient tradition of the king's cosmic
city, and the domination of its unsurpassable incarnation in Mansur's
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Baghdad, the greatest and most splendid urban centre of the early
Middle Ages, cities and castles of the „Round City" type grew up
throughout the East. We may only mention 1larunal-Rashid's 1liragla
(f
ig . i d ) and the third Fatimide Caliph Isnla'il's Sabra (Mansurii,'a)°) .
The Arab military and commercial expansion seems to have brought
its plan to the Western world, which had itself used the circular form
for holy places and buildings, thus being well disposed for accepting
the new city and fortress plan . We meet it in the recently discovered
military camps of the Viking empires of the North . The great Danish
Viking castles Trelleborg (tig . 3) and Aggersborg, from the loth nth centuries, show the same severe g coructrical plan as the cosmic
city of the East .')
About the time of the Arab expansion wondrous tales of revolving
castles arise in Western lore .") Are such revolving castles of Western
lore not inspired by the wheel-shaped cities of the East? Do they not
in the world of myth and poesy correspond to the new Eastern type of
castle which now in the world of reality forces its way to the West?
Are they not the legendary accompaniment of the invasion of this
new, exotic anal overwhelming fortress type?
The Cosmic Throne Hall of the L'astern King .
~n~9r taz
Ge)
Along with these wondrously revolving castles a related motif cap- H/Ioze,o-e~
tures the imagination of the medieval West : tales are told of a marvellous royal hall, a rotunda domed like the heavens and revolving
? about its own axis .") Here we are able to state with certainty theI-~``~
~
Eastern origin of the motif. The crusaders had brought it with them T ,
from the Last .
The crusaders tell of the revolving rotunda in tha irlcgends of Prester
`
,John . In the picture of this fabulous king the Ancient Eastern con- -1
A( sp~-l_
ception of a divine saviour-Icing is still alive . The revolving halls in
') K . A . C . Ctrawr :i.r . Lc., pp. 21 s9 . ; 165 s9 . and Fg, 154 . 1 . SARm -,- E . 11cazv
2.

rr.LD l .c . 1, Pp . 161 sq9 . ; 2, p . 162 .
') P. N6RLONU, Trelleborg, in Nordisk F orlidsmineler 4, 1, 1948 . C . G . SCHULTZ,
I'ikingeleiren red Lioifjurden in Fra Aatioualmaseetr Arbeidwitark 1949, pp . 91 sc1q .
1.'OxnNGE, 1 he 111restriow Ancestry of the New/o , laumated Vikin,A Curlles Trelleborg
and ",i~~ersborg, in Sttalies Presented lu David :11oure Robinson
; Trelleburg-Aggersborg og
de kongelrge lyeri Osten, in I 'ikmg 1952, Pp . 307 x99 .
") J . L . xx'csrox, in dlelanges 111 . JV iLrnrlle 1910, 2, p . 888 .
,,: 1 0 S nrea -- e .,
S onnenf>
n . eria L tren arna 1942 ; . trr ies
) 1'OenN
't be Icamgrafily of Cosmic King -/ p in tb~ Ancient Il`orld, pp . 18 sqc .
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the castle of the Priest King are the distant memory - projected
into the realms of the fantastic --- of a historial reality : of the cosmic
throne-room of the Ancient l eastern King . It is mentioned as a
historic fact in the account of the Emperor I,leraclius' capture of
the Persian residence of Ganzaca (Ganjak) in the year 624 A . D .
R(:drenos who has preserved '1'hcophanes' account, relates that
I-Icraclius saw in Ganzaca ,Khusrau's own image in the domed roof of
the palace, as though enthroned in I leaven, and around it the Sun and
the Moon and the Stars" . The revolving movement has been handed
down in the tart yrologiLull of St . Ado ( I 874) and in an Lxaltatio
Sanctac Cnlcis which in its original form must have served as a source
for Ado . In both we are told that the building „seemed to revolve on
its axis with the help of horses pulling with a circular motion in a subterranean room" . Later on we constantly meet this motif in the descriptions of Khusrau's throne-room . Independently of these Western
versions, the Persian-Arabian tradition has preserved the memory of
such revolving motions in the palace of the Great King . Tabari tells
of an architect in the Sassanian service who said himself able to build
palaces revolving with the Sun .")
Primarily, however, the marvellous orbit is connected with the royal
throne . l irdausi relates that the throne of Khusrau Parvfz
the (,
0'
famous 1 acldfs revolved according to the seasons and zodiacal signs .
In addition to the circular course of Khusrau's throne itself, it is
surrounded by cosmic movements corresponding exactly to the revolving throne-room and probably affording another version of this
phenomenon. The fixed stars, the twelve signs of the zodiac, the
seven planets and the Moon, each running through its phase, revolve
like jewels about the throne (fig . 4) . It was possible, we learn, to east horoscopes and read off the hours of the day from these heavenly bodies,
and to tell how far the heavens had wandered across the earth . One
may envisage an artificial planetarium, moving against a fixed
background .
The ideas actuating the symbolic movements in the throne-room
constitute essential features of the astral religion of the Neo-llabylonian kingdom, and had been passed on to the Persians front the (,haldcans . The king amongst his vassals and satraps is a picture of the
"')I r evidcncics see references, Nutc 9 .
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heavenly hierarchy : just as the Stars surround the Sun in the firmament-,
so the great lords surround the king in his palace . As sun lie is an alldetermining astral power, cosmocrator . In his hand rests the fate of all
5 his subjects . At the New Y cam's festival in Babylon which is an imatre
pf the universal Neyr--Year, he distributes the varioua o_flicial ofliccs .
The ?;j~g „spins out ,
' -like the three fatal sisters - tl(c fates of melt .
()Y?'

This is expressed by the Persian prince Tiridatcs to Nero'i'hen the
latter crowns him King of Armenia (in Rome in the year 66 A .D .) :
the conception of the -Oriental king 'I,is transt _erred to the Roman cmperor . ( )n doing obeisance to Ner(i 1 iridatcs greet~ him as ilTitl,ra, the

L fl

royal god of the Iranians, decl trio
,~

„ 1 shall be whatever yogti shin ]for

me, lot you are both my Moira and my Tychc"t') .

3 . The Cosmic it foi emeut of the l lchaeu!euiart i hroue
From the monuments, in correspondence with literary evidences,
we learn that a real movement

e i

the throne belonged to the ceremon-

ial of the Persian kin( , . The king on his throne is solemnly carried in a
- Z
ltd,
ceremonial procession .
~~c~~t
U Ac
Rows of carrying servants, `supporting the god, or the' king on their
raised arms, are typical of the Ancient Near I?ast . 12 ) 'They arc met with,
for instance, in a Hittite monument in iflatun in Asia Minor's) (fig . 5) .
Three winged solar discs arc carried by human figures which are partly
placed in two rows above one another . It is characteristic of Ancient
Eastern art that a crowd of people grouped in depth is split up into
rows of figures arranged in zones one above the other . The supporters
of the Iflatun monument must thus be regarded as standing behind,
not above each other .
Such rows of supporters stand under the throne of the Achaemcnian
king as shown in the royal tomb and palace reliefs in Persepolist 4) (fin .
6) . We witness a solemn ceremony . On both sides of the throne stand
the representatives of the Persian nobility, assisting at the solemnities ;
they arc placed in rows above one another, while in reality they must
he imagined as grouped in depth hi-t'ind each other . The king, in the
"} xai. `sae1aae
G-e &v av Ene n6rs-, S a, -lcvp like ;jai uoipa d xai r, Z -rj *
.
Dio Crass . 63,5 . Suet., Nero 15 . F . CUyIONT, Re . di frlologke eel u!ruZeone du,,
6w
' 955, pp . 145 sqq .
L'ORANGI , Sluelier (in I a ;z~rujh)' elt ., pp . 8o sqq .

"j i .'OK .asiue, I .e ., pp. 80 sqq .
L'ORANGJ-l .c .,pp .8t sqq .
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wide costume of the Medes, with the cidaris on his head and a bow
in his left hand, is standing on a three-tiered platform, placed on a huge
stand, in the inscription referred to as a throne (gathu) . Under the
platform the servants stand in a tense carrying posture, arranged in
two rows above one another, just as seen on the monument in [flat 11 .
Onceaggainthefigtires musrbeimaginedasstart dingbehindoneanother . //'
in depth ; only an arrangement with two ranks would guarantee the
stability of the throne bcinv carried along . It is of special importance
,~k 01
to realise that the /eel o~ the throne burn in the air, without touching the
ground . I' he figures are all turning* to the right and putting' their left
foot forward, thus marcniug in step off to the right ; the throne is
C4-niov - intr in this direction .
Like the Sassanian king on the Tagdes, so our Achaemenian king is
placed in a world of astral symbols . He stands turning towards the Sun
and the Moon, both pictured in front of him in the direction of the
moving throne : the Sun as a winged solar disc joined to the bust of
Ahuramazda, and the Moon as the disc of the full Moon, with the
crescent of the new Moon inlaid . The ritual movement must be seen
in relation to these gods on the firmament, just as the king's gesture of
prayer and the fire altar in front of him apply to them . We witness a
solemn act by which the Great King adjusts himself to the movements
of the heavens, thus manifesting his own astral power. Just as Sun,
Moon and planets in completing their orbits determine the fate of the
universe, so the movements of the royal throne reveal the fatal power
of the Great King ; he is analogous to the heavenly bodies, the Cos-_
rgocrator,- he „spins" men's fates, to quote again the words of
Tiridates to Ncro Cosmocrator . Let us remember once more the functions of the king at the New Year festival (Nauroz :-= New Day), when
he allots state offices just as the Sun God distributes the various spheres
of influence for the coming cosmic year . He is part of the all moving
orbit of the stars, „Companion of the Stars, brother of the Sun and
Moon", and already from ancient times wears Sun and Moon in his
tiara .
A cosmic throne movement of this kind belongs in fact to the
festival ritual of the Persian Naur6z celebrations . Palace rcliefs in Persepolis, for instance in the „Hall of the hundred columns" and in the
,,Central Building", illustrate this ceremony with the bringing of j!i/L6Tf
tribute from all parts of the kingdom, the king himself appearing on

'l-
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the same throne structure, supported by the same representatives of
the Persian tribes, and in the same movement as on the sepulchral
reliefs .
It is superfluous to emphasize that the demonstrative repetition of
this throne scene in the very focal point of the royal ren+ - csentation at the dominant position both in the palace and the mausoleum of the
king - clearly proves the fundamental significance of this expression
of his astral nature and cosmocratic power .
e,
(1
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4 . The Co.nnic Throne flail of 1he Roman Emperor
Ilellenism had developed the astrology of the East into a scientific,_
religious-philosophic system, which in Roman times had conquered the
classical world . Even the empire was permeated with these Eastern
ideas . The royal cosmocrator makes his entry into the Palatine . As a
striking expression of this theology the revolving rotunda now invades
~}
the imperial palace. Suetonius describes a similar rotunda in the
Domus Aurca built by Nero in the last years of his reign (started in the
year 6 .t A . D.) hardly a generation betore Suetonius' account . The hall
is described as a rotunda, revolving about its own axis day and night
,,just like the world" . ~'raeclpua cae,iationum rotunda, quae perpetuo diebus
ac nocti{w ~ vice vvi di circ lv,lgeretur . I S)
~p1 Leu~to ° t r e s
At the same time at which this comic hall was built, Nero in a number of official images is,reprcser~tcd as Apollo-Hellos, or he acts in
persona, in the theatre Ad circus ~s this god . In the astrological conception this Nero-Hellos is cosmocrator like the kings of the East.
The emperor is the cosmic God of Fate : Moira, Tyche, as Tiridates
named Nero, fatorurn arbiter, as an emperor is called in an inscription .'s) This imperial ideology received under Nero a poetic form as
well, which forms the most striking parallel to the rotunda . Lucan, in
1
a poetic image, attributes to Nero exactly the same cosmic position . T
The poet exhorts the emperor to choose his seat exactly in the middle
-~ o
of the universe, lest the cosmic system should lose its equilibrium . Let
.ts
him not choose a star in one of the gates of heaven! „If you rest on a
single side of the immeasurable ether, the axis of the world will not ~Z~
stand the weight . Maintain the equilibrium of the firmament in the

Ce

A

's) Suet ., Nero 31 . L'ORANCLI .e ., pp . 28 syy .
'u) Di,sIU 298 .
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middle of the universe!" Librali pomlera racli orbe tear tuedio! 7 ) This
middle circle is the cosmic region of the Sun : in the middle of the
planetary system f ihnt• the space between the fixed stars and the orbit
of the Noon .
1
S . 70V f1 slr'al hytubols of Poaz er
The idea, at the back of the revoving throne room assume increasing
importance throughout the Eni-pire and achieve a prominent place in
the imperial symbolism . 7 e) In/the facade of Septimius Severus' palace
on the Palatine the emperor was represented between the planetary
Gods, as though in the middle of cosmos, as Lord of the seven celestial
spheres . And in the palace itself he presided as a judge in a cosmic hall
its roof was covered with a picture of the heavens on which it was
possible to read horoscopes, though not the emperor's, for he was
above the powers of fate . Note that the emperor acts as a judge in this
hall (eoi xsv)' a) : lie translates the symbolism of the astral painting
into a living reality . In his judgments lie becomes the fate of men .
This ruler theology gave rise in the course of late Roman times to
allegories and symbols of power having ever since followed in the
wake of king and emperor and being in fact not even today entirely
dead . The sun-moon symbols, originally distinguishing the Eastern
tang, make the emperor appear a pariiceps sielerurrr, fraler Solis eiL_urrae,
as the Sassanian kings officially called themselves . And from the
Roman emperor the sun-moon symbol was inherited by the medieval
rulers of the West .
6 . Pie cosmic clipeus

One of these cosmic symbols of the Ancient World is of a special
interest to us because of its function in the Byzantine coronation ceremony : I mean the symbol of the clipeus, the world r i ng . 20)
'The well known sun symbol of E gy pt : the winged solar disk, undergoes a significant transformation in the East : the disk, in Egypt having
the plain and simplee form of the natural sun, is on Assyrian and Achae',) Lucan, De hello chili r, 45 sqq . Cf. L . PAUL, Die T, 'ergilttlicbung 1V'ero diir )
Lucanua, Neue Jahrb. Philol. u . Padag . 149, 1894, pp . 409 sqq .
") i,'O &AN(,i Lc ., pp . 35 sqq .
y) Do' Lass . 77, i i .
-°) L'Oxnxcr_ I .C . pp. go sqq .
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